
Solving anti-plane problems of piezoelectric materials
by the Trefftz finite element approach
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Abstract Applications of the Trefftz finite element method
to anti-plane electroelastic problems are presented in this
paper. A dual variational functional is constructed and
used to derive Trefftz finite element formulation. Special
trial functions which satisfy boundary conditions are also
used to develop a special purpose element with local
defects. The performance of the proposed element model
is assessed by an example and comparison is made with
results obtained by other approaches. The Trefftz finite
element approach is demonstrated to be ideally suited for
the analysis of the anti-plane problem.
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1
Introduction
During the past decades the hybrid-Trefftz finite element
(FE) model, originating in 1977 [1], has been consider-
ably improved and has now become a highly efficient
computational tool for the solution of complex boundary
value problems. Up to now, T-elements have been suc-
cessfully applied to problems of elasticity [2, 3], Kirch-
hoff plates [4, 5], moderately thick Reissner-Mindlin
plates [6–8], thick plates [9], general 3-D solid mechanics
[10, 11], axisymmetric solid mechanics [12], potential
problems [13, 14], shells [15], elastodynamic problems
[16–18], transient heat conduction analysis [19], geo-
metrically nonlinear plates [20–23] and materially non-
linear elasticity [24, 25]. Further, the concept of special
purpose functions has been found to be of great effi-
ciency in dealing with various geometry or load-depen-
dent singularities and local effects (e.g., obtuse or
reentrant corners, cracks, circular or elliptic holes,
concentrated or patch loads) [2–4, 26, 27].

Planar crack problems have been examined by Sabino
et al. [28] using the Trefftz boundary element method and

by Freitas and Ji [29] using an equilibrium element model.
In the present paper, we confine our attention to the
applications of Trefftz FE method to anti-plane electro-
elastic problems. A pair of dual variational functionals is
presented and used to derive the corresponding Trefftz FE
formulation of piezoelectric materials. Special functions
that satisfy traction-free conditions along crack faces are
used as trial functions for those elements containing a
crack. Numerical solutions to mode III problems obtained
by the Trefftz FE method are compared with those
obtained by other approaches.

2
Basic formulations for anti-plane problem

2.1
Basic equations
In the case of anti-plane shear deformation involving only
out-of-plane displacement uz and in-plane electric fields,
we have

ux ¼ uy ¼ 0; uz ¼ uzðx; yÞ; / ¼ /ðx; yÞ ð1Þ
where / is electrical potential. The differential governing
equation can be written as

c44r2uz þ e15r2/ ¼ 0; e15r2uz � j11r2/ ¼ 0 in X

ð2Þ
with the constitutive equations
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where c44 is an elastic stiffness constant measured in a
constant electric field while j11 stands for the dielectric
constant measured at constant strain, e15 is the piezo-
electric constant, r2 ¼ o2=ox2 þ o2=oy2 is the two-
dimensional Laplace operator, rxz and ryz are the shear
stresses, Dx and Dy are the x- and y-components of electric
displacement, cxz; cyz and Ex; Ey are, respectively, shear
strains and electric fields given by
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cxz ¼
ouz

ox
; cxz ¼

ouz

oy
; Ex ¼ �

o/
ox
; Ey ¼ �

o/
oy

:

ð4Þ
The constants s44; g15 and k11 are defined by the relations:

s44¼
j11

D
; g15¼

e15

D
; k11¼

c44

D
; D¼ c44j11þe2

15 : ð5Þ

The boundary conditions of the boundary value problem
(1)–(4) can be given by:

uz ¼ �uuz on Cu ð6Þ
t ¼ r3jnj ¼ �tt on Ct ð7Þ
Dn ¼ Dini ¼ � �xxn ¼ �DDn on CD ð8Þ
/ ¼ �// on C/ ð9Þ
where �uu; �tt; �xxn and �// are, respectively, prescribed boundary
displacement, traction vector, surface charge and electric
potential, an overhead bar denotes prescribed value,
C ¼ Cu þ Ct ¼ CD þ C/ is the boundary of the solution
domain X.

In the Trefftz FE form, Eqs. (1)–(9) should be completed
by the following inter-element continuity requirements:

uze ¼ uzf ; /e ¼ /f ; ðon Ce \ Cf ; conformityÞ ;
ð10Þ

te þ tf ¼ 0; Dne þ Dnf ¼ 0

ðon Ce \ Cf ; traction reciprocityÞ ; ð11Þ
where ‘e’ and ‘f ’ stand for any two neighbouring elements.
Equations (1)–(11) are taken as a basis to establish the
modified variational principle for Trefftz FE analysis of
piezoelectric materials.

It is obvious from Eq. (2) that it requires

c44j11 þ e2
15 6¼ 0 ð12Þ

to have non-trivial solutions for the out-of-plane dis-
placement and in-plane electric fields. It results in

r2uz ¼ 0; r2/ ¼ 0 : ð13Þ

2.2
Trefftz functions
It is well known that the solutions of the Laplace equation
(13) may be found using the method of variable separation.
By this method, the Trefftz functions are obtained as [14]:

uzðr; hÞ ¼
X1

m¼0

rmðam cos mhþ bm sin mhÞ ð14aÞ

/ðr; hÞ ¼
X1

m¼0

rmðcm cos mhþ dm sin mhÞ ð14bÞ

for a bounded region and

uzðr; hÞ ¼ a�0 þ a0 ln r

þ
X1

m¼1

r�mðam cos mhþ bm sin mhÞ ; ð15aÞ

/ðr; hÞ ¼ c�0 þ c0 ln r

þ
X1

m¼1

r�mðcm cos mhþ dm sin mhÞ ð15bÞ

for an unbounded region, where r and h are a pair of polar
coordinates. Thus, the associated T-complete sets of Eqs.
(14) and (15) can be expressed in the form

T ¼ f1; rm cos mh; rm sin mhg ¼ fTig ; ð16Þ
T ¼ f1; ln r; r�m cos mh; r�m sin mhg ¼ fTig : ð17Þ

2.3
Assumed fields
To perform FE analysis, the solution domain X is divided
into elements, and over each element ‘e’, two independent
fields are assumed in the following way:

(a) The non-conforming intra-element field is expressed by

u¼ uz

/

� �

¼
Xm

j¼1

N1j 0
0 N2j

� �
cuj

c/j

� �

¼ N1 0
0 N2

� �

c¼Nc

ð18Þ
where c is a vector of undetermined coefficient, Ni are
taken from the component of the series (16) or (17), and m
is its number of components. The choice of m has been
discussed in Section 2.6 of Ref. [30]. For the reader’s
convenience, we described the basic rule for determining
m briefly. It is important to choose the proper number m
of trial functions Nj for the Trefftz element with the hybrid
technique. The basic rule used to prevent spurious energy
modes is analogous to that in the hybrid-stress model. The
necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the matrix H,
which is defined in Eq. (48) in Sect. 4 later, to have full
rank is stated as [30]

2m � k� r ð19Þ
where k and r are numbers of nodal degrees of freedom of
the element under consideration and of the discarded rigid
body motion terms, or more generally the number of zero
eigenvalues, (r = 2 for the present anti-plane problem).
Though the use of the minimum number 2m ¼ k� r of
flux mode terms in Eq. (19) does not always guarantee a
stiffness matrix with full rank, full rank may always be
achieved by suitably augmenting m. The optimal value of
m for a given type of element should be found by
numerical experimentation.

(b) An auxiliary conforming field

~uu ¼
~uuz

~//

� �

¼
~NN1 0

0 ~NN2

" #
du

d/

� �

þ
~NN1c 0

0 ~NN2c

" #
duc

d/c

� �

¼ ~NdNdþ ~NNcdc ; ð20Þ
is independently assumed along the element boundary in
terms of nodal DOF d ¼ fdu; d/gT and dc ¼ fduc; d/cgT,
where ~NN represents the conventional finite element inter-
polating functions and ~NN1c, ~NN2c are given in Eq. (20) below.
For example, in a simple interpolation of the frame field on
the side 1-C-2 of a particular element (Fig. 1), the frame
functions are defined in the following way:
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~uuz12 ¼ ~NN1uz1 þ ~NN2uz2 þ
XMu

J¼1

nJ�1ð1� n2ÞuzCJ ; ð21aÞ

~//12 ¼ ~NN1/1 þ ~NN2/2 þ
XM/

J¼1

nJ�1ð1� n2Þ/CJ ; ð21bÞ

where uzCJ and /CJ are shown in Fig. 1, and

~NN1 ¼
ð1� nÞ

2
; ~NN2 ¼

ð1þ nÞ
2

: ð22Þ

Using the above definitions the generalized boundary
forces and electric displacements can be derived from Eqs.
(7), (8) and (18), denoting

T ¼ t
Dn

� �

¼ r3jnj

Djnj

� �

¼ Q1

Q2

� �

c ¼ Qc : ð23Þ

2.4
Special element containing angular corner
It is well known that singularities induced by local defects
such as angular corners, cracks, and so on, can be accu-
rately accounted for in the conventional FE model by way
of appropriate local refinement of the element mesh.
However, an important feature of the Trefftz element
method is that such problems can be far more efficiently
handled by the use of special purpose functions [4]. Ele-
ments containing local defects (see Fig. 2) are treated by
simply replacing the standard regular functions N in Eq.
(18) by appropriate special purpose functions. One com-
mon characteristic of such trial functions is that it is not
only the governing differential equations, which are La-
place equations here, which are satisfied exactly but also
some prescribed boundary conditions at a particular por-
tion CeS (see Fig. 2) of the element boundary. This enables
various singularities to be specifically taken into account
without troublesome mesh refinement. Since the whole
element formulation remains unchanged (except that now
the frame function ~uu in Eq. (19) is defined and the

boundary integration is performed only at the portion Ce�

of the element boundary Ce ¼ Ce� þ CeS; see Fig. 2) [4], all
that is needed to implement the elements containing such
special trial functions is to provide the element subroutine
of the standard, regular elements with a library of various
optional sets of special purpose functions.

In this section we show how special purpose functions
can be constructed to satisfy both the Laplace equation (13)
and the traction-free boundary conditions on angular cor-
ner faces (Fig. 2). The derivation of such functions is based
on the general solution of the two-dimensional Laplace
equation:

uzðr; hÞ ¼ a0 þ
X1

n¼1

ðanrkn þ bnr�knÞ cosðknhÞ

þ
X1

n¼1

ðdnrkn þ enr�knÞ sinðknhÞ ; ð24Þ

/ðr; hÞ ¼ e0 þ
X1

n¼1

ðenrkn þ fnr�knÞ cosðknhÞ

þ
X1

n¼1

ðgnrkn þ hnr�knÞ sinðknhÞ : ð25Þ

Appropriate trial functions for a singular corner element
are obtained by considering an infinite wedge (Fig. 2) with
particular boundary conditions prescribed along the sides
h ¼ �h0 forming the angular corner. The boundary con-
ditions on the upper and lower surfaces of the wedge are
free of surface traction and surface charge:

rrh¼ c44
ouz

roh
þ e15

o/
roh
¼ 0; Dh¼ e15

ouz

roh
�j11

o/
roh
¼ 0 :

ð26Þ
This leads to

ouz

oh
¼ 0;

o/
oh
¼ 0 ðfor h ¼ �h0Þ : ð27Þ

To solve this problem, we rewrite the general solution (24)
as

uzðr; hÞ ¼ a0 þ
X1

n¼1

ðanrkn þ bnr�knÞ cosðknhÞ

þ
X1

n¼1

ðdnrbn þ enr�bnÞ sinðbnhÞ ð28Þ

where kn and bn are two sets of constants which are as-
sumed to be greater than zero. Differentiating solution
(28) and substituting it into Eq. (27) yields

ouz

oh h¼�h0j ¼�
X1

n¼1

knðanrknþbnr�knÞsinð�knh0Þ

þ
X1

n¼1

bnðdnrbnþenr�bnÞcosð�bnh0Þ¼0 :

ð29Þ
Since the solution must be limited for r ¼ 0, we should
specify

bn ¼ en ¼ 0 : ð30Þ

Fig. 1. Geometry of a triangular element

Fig. 2. Special element containing a singular corner
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From Eq. (29) it can be deduced that

sinð�knh0Þ ¼ 0; cosð�bnh0Þ ¼ 0 ; ð31Þ

leading to

knh0 ¼ np; ðn ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .Þ ; ð32Þ

2bnh0 ¼ np; ðn ¼ 1; 3; 5; . . .Þ : ð33Þ

Thus, for an element containing an edge crack (in this case
h0 ¼ p), the solution can be written in the form

uzðr; hÞ ¼ a0 þ
X1

n¼1

anrn cosðnhÞ

þ
X1

n¼1;3;5

dnr
n
2 sin

n

2
h

� �
: ð34Þ

With solution (34), the internal function defined in Eq.
(18) can be taken as

N2n�1 ¼ rn cosðnhÞ; N2n ¼ rð2n�1Þ=2 sin
ð2n� 1Þ

2
h

� �

;

ðn ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .Þ : ð35Þ

It is obvious that the displacement function (34) includes
the term proportional to r1=2, whose derivative is singular
at the crack tip. The solution for the second equation of
(27) can be obtained similarly.

3
Modified variational principle
As mentioned in [30], in FE analysis physical fields, such
as displacements or other desired unknown parameters,
are obtained by way of minimizing an energy functional.
In general, the energy functional consists of all the
energies associated with the particular FE model. The
minimum of the functional is found by setting the
derivative of the functional with respect to the unknown
nodal point parameters to zero. In view of this under-
standing, a variational functional used for deriving
Trefftz FE formulation may be constructed in such a way
that the stationary conditions of the functional satisfy
Eqs. (6)–(11) for the category of Trefftz-displacement
formulation, as Eq. (13) is satisfied, a priori, through use
of the assumed field (18). For the boundary value prob-
lem described by Eqs. (1)–(13), the corresponding dual
variational functional is constructed in the form

PrD
m ¼

X

e

PrD
me ¼

X

e

n
PrD

e �
Z

CDe

ð�DDn � DnÞ ~// ds

�
Z

Cte

ð�tt � tÞ~uuz ds

þ
Z

CIe

ðDn
~//þ t~uuzÞds

o
ð36aÞ

PeE
m ¼

X

e

PeE
me ¼

X

e

n
PeE

e þ
Z

C/e

ð �//� /Þ~DDn ds

þ
Z

Cue

ð�uuz � uzÞ~tt ds

� 2

Z

Cte

~uuzt ds� 2

Z

CDe

~//Dn ds

�
Z

CIe

ð ~//Dn þ ~uuzt ds
o

ð36bÞ

where

PrD
e ¼

ZZ

Xe

Hðrij;DkÞdX þ
Z

Cue

t�uuz ds þ
Z

C/e

Dn
�// ds

ð37aÞ

PeE
e ¼

ZZ

Xe

Hðeij; EkÞdXþ
Z

Cte

�tt~uuz dsþ
Z

CDe

�DDn
~// ds ;

ð37bÞ

Hðrij;DkÞ ¼ �
1

2
s44ðr2

xz þ r2
yzÞ � g15rxzDx � g15ryzDy

þ 1

2
k11ðD2

x þ D2
yÞ ð38aÞ

Hðcij;EkÞ ¼
1

2
c44ðc2

xz þ c2
yzÞ � e15cxzEx � e15cyzEy

� 1

2
j11ðE2

x þ E2
yÞ ð38bÞ

in which Eq. (13) is assumed to be satisfied, a priori. The
terminology ‘‘modified principle’’ refers here to the use of
a conventional potential functional (Pxy

e here) and some
modified terms for the construction of a special variational
principle to account for additional requirements such as
the condition defined in Eqs. (10) and (11).

The boundary Ce of a particular element consists of the
following parts:

Ce ¼ Cue [ Cte [ CIe ¼ C/e [ CDe [ CIe ð39Þ

where

Cue ¼ Cu \ Ce; Cte ¼ Ct \ Ce; C/e ¼ C/ \ Ce;

CDe ¼ CD \ Ce ; ð40Þ
and CIe is the inter-element boundary of the element ‘e’.
We now show that the stationary condition of the func-
tional (36) leads to Eqs. (6)–(11), and present the theorem
on the existence of extremum of the functional, which
ensures that an approximate solution can converge to the
exact one. These can be mathematically stated as follows:

(a) Modified complementary principle

dPrD
m ¼ 0 ) ð6Þ�ð11Þ ð41Þ

where d stands for the variation symbol.
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(b) Theorem on the existence of extremum

If the expression
ZZ

X

d2H dX�
Z

Cu

dtduz ds�
Z

C/

dDnd/ ds

þ
X

e

Z

CeI

½ðd ~//� d/ÞdDn

þ ½ðd~uuz � duzÞdt� ds ð42Þ

is uniformly positive (or negative) at the neighborhood of
u0, where u0 is such a value that PrD

m ðu0Þ ¼ ðPrD
m Þ0, and

where ðPrD
m Þ0 stands for the stationary value of PrD

m , we have

PrD
m � ðPrD

m Þ0½or PrD
m � ðPrD

m Þ0� ð43Þ
in which the relation that ~uue ¼ ~uuf is identical on Ce \ Cf

has been used.
Proof: First, we derive the stationary conditions of func-
tional (36a). To this end, performing a variation of PrD

m
and noting that Eq. (13) holds true a priori by the previous
assumption, one obtains

dPrD
m ¼

Z

Cu

ð�uuz � uzÞdt ds�
Z

Ct

ð�tt � tÞd~uuz ds

þ
Z

C/

ð �//� /ÞdDn ds�
Z

CD

ð�DDn � DnÞd/ ds

þ
X

e

Z

CeI

½ð~uuz � uzÞdt þ td~uuz

þ ð ~//� /ÞdDn þ Dnd ~//� ds ð44Þ
Therefore, the Euler equations for expression (44) are
Eqs. (6)–(11), as the quantities dt; duz; d~uuz; dDn; d/ and
d ~// may be arbitrary. The principle (41) has thus been
proved. This indicates that the stationary condition of the
functional satisfies the required boundary equations and
can thus be used for deriving Trefftz displacement
element formulation.

As for the proof of the theorem on the existence of
extremum, we may complete it by way of the so-called
‘‘second variational approach’’ [31]. In doing this, per-
forming variation of dPrD

m and using the constrained
conditions (13), we find

d2PrD
m ¼

ZZ

X

d2H dX�
Z

Cu

dtduz ds�
Z

C/

dDnd/ ds

þ
X

e

Z

CeI

½ðd ~//� d/ÞdDn

þ ðd~uuz � duzÞdt� ds ¼ expression ð42Þ ð45Þ
Therefore the theorem has been proved from the sufficient
condition of the existence of a local extreme of a functional
[31]. This completes the proof.

4
Generation of element matrix
The element matrix may be established by setting
dPrD

me ¼ 0 or dPeE
me ¼ 0. As an illustration, we use

dPrD
me ¼ 0 to derive the element stiffness matrix. To sim-

plify the derivation, the domain integral in (37) is con-
verted into a boundary one by use of solution properties of
the intraelement trial functions, for which the functional
(36) is rewritten as

PrD
me ¼ �

Z

CDe

ð�DDn � DnÞ ~// ds�
Z

Cte

ð�tt � tÞ~uuz ds

þ
Z

CIe

ðDn
~//þ t~uuzÞ ds� 1

2

Z

Ce

ðtuz þ Dn/Þ ds

þ
Z

Cue

t�uuz dsþ
Z

C/e

Dn
�// ds ð46Þ

Substituting the expressions given in Eqs. (18) and (20)
into (23) produces

PrD
me ¼ �

1

2
cTHcþ cTSdþ cTr1

þ dTr2 þ terms without c or d ð47Þ
in which the matrices H, S and the vectors r1, r2 are de-
fined by

H ¼
Z

Ce

QTN ds

S ¼
Z

CDe

QT
2

~NN2 dsþ
Z

Cte

QT
1

~NN1 dsþ
Z

CIe

QT ~NN ds

r1 ¼
Z

C/e

QT
2

�// dsþ
Z

Cue

QT
1 �uuz ds

r2 ¼ �
Z

CDe

~NNT
2

�DDn ds�
Z

Cte

~NNT
1
�tt ds :

ð48Þ

The symmetry of the matrix H can be shown by consid-
ering the generalized energy Ue of a particular element ‘e’:

2Ue ¼ 2

ZZ

Xe

Hðrij;DkÞ dX ¼
ZZ

Xe

ð�rijcij þ DkEkÞ dX

¼ �
Z

Ce

ðrijnjui þ Dini/Þ ds

¼ �
Z

Ce

TTu ds ¼ �
Z

Ce

uTT ds ð49Þ

where

Z

Ce

TTu ds ¼ cT

Z

Ce

QTN ds

2

6
4

3

7
5c ¼ cTHc ð50Þ
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Z

Ce

uTT ds ¼ cT

Z

Ce

NTQ ds

2

6
4

3

7
5c ¼ cTHTc ð51Þ

Therefore H ¼ HT.
To enforce inter-element continuity on the common

element boundary, the unknown vector c should be
expressed in terms of nodal degrees of freedom d. An
optional relationship between c and d in the sense of
variation can be obtained from

oPrD
me

ocT
¼ �Hcþ Sdþ r1 ¼ 0 : ð52Þ

This leads to

c ¼ Gdþ g ; ð53Þ
where G ¼ H�1S and g ¼ H�1r1; and then straightfor-
wardly yields the expression of PrD

me only in terms of d and
other known matrices

PrD
me¼

1

2
dTGTHGdþdTðGTHgþ r2Þþ terms without d :

ð54Þ
Therefore, the element stiffness matrix equation can be
obtained by taking the vanishing variation of the func-
tional PrD

me as

oPrD
me

odT
¼ 0 ) Kd ¼ P ð55Þ

where K ¼ GTHG and P ¼ �GTHg� r2 are, respectively,
the element stiffness matrix and the equivalent nodal flow
vector. The expression (55) is the elemental stiffness ma-
trix equation for Trefftz FE analysis.

5
Numerical examples
As a numerical illustration of the proposed formulation we
consider an anti-plane crack of length 2c embedded in an
infinite PZT-5H medium which is subjected to a uniform
shear traction, rzy ¼ s1, and a uniform electric displace-
ment, Dy ¼ D1 at infinity (see Fig. 3). The material
properties of PZT-5H are as given by [32]:
c44 ¼ 3:53� 1010 N=m2; e15 ¼ 17:0 C=m2; j11 ¼ 1:51�
10�8 C=ðVmÞ; Jcr ¼ 5:0 N=m, where Jcr is the critical energy
release rate. In our FE analysis, one half of the geometry
configuration shown in Fig. 4 is used and a typical element
mesh is shown in Fig. 5. However, duo to the symmetry
about x-axis (the line AB in Fig. 5), only one half of the
mesh in Fig. 5 has been used, actually. Since the trial
functions the crack element satisfy the crack face condi-
tion and represent the singularity at crack tip, it is
unnecessary to increase the mesh density near the crack
tip. In the calculation, three types of element (see Fig. 5)
has been used. The energy release rate for PZT-5H mate-
rial with a crack of length 2c =0.02 m and a=c ¼ 15 is
plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of electrical load with the
mechanical load fixed such that J ¼ Jcr at zero electric
load. The results are compared with those from Ref. [33].
It is found from Fig. 6 that the energy release rate can be
negative which means the crack growth may be arrested.

To study the convergent performance of the proposed
formulation, numerical results for different element
meshes 8� 8; 12� 12; 16� 16; 20� 20, and 24� 24 are
presented in Table 1 that the h-extension performs very
nicely, and Table 2 shows the results of J=Jcr versus M,
here 2M is the number of hierarchic degrees of freedom. It
also shows a good convergent performance.

The boundary effect is investigated by using different
ratios of a=c (=5, 7, 10, 12, and 15). Numerical results of
J=Jcr for different a/c are listed in Table 3. We find that the
accuracy of the results is adequate when a=c is greater than
10.

Fig. 3. Configuration of the cracked infinite piezoelectric
medium

Fig. 4. Geometry of the cracked solid in finite element analysis

Fig. 5. A typical element mesh and element types
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6
Conclusions
A dual modified variational formulation is developed for
Trefftz FE analysis anti-plane piezoelectric materials.
Based on the assumed intraelement and frame fields as
well as the newly constructed dual variational functional,
an element stiffness matrix equation is obtained which can

easily be implemented into computer programs for
numerical analysis with the Trefftz FE method. On the
basis of the formulas presented and the theoretical model
in [32, 33], a numerical example has been calculated with
several FE meshes. The discrepancy between the two
models is within 2% and the results converge gradually to
the analytical result when the mesh density is increased.
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